
Only from Nemco!

Easy Wedger™ & Easy Apple Corer™

One stroke, multiple uniform wedges. 
It’s that simple.



Suggested Uses
The Easy Wedger is ideal for beverage operations. 
Use it to wedge fresh lemons, limes and oranges. 
Works great at the salad bar too. Try it with 
tomatoes, pickles, cucumbers, zucchinis and more.
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No matter how busy your operation might get, this Nemco original keeps 
up. Solid, stout, simple and super-fast. Welcome to wedging made easy.

Tough Love
The vertical pusher block design and stay-sharp stainless steel blades  
combine the necessary brute force with artful finesse for the most  
efficient way to produce beautiful wedges.

•  Easy on the operator and the fruit—works fast with virtually no bruising.
• Centering rods guide the cut for uniform wedges.
•  Works so fast, you can cut to order on the spot for optimum freshness. 

Endless Love
The Easy Wedger carries the Nemco durability trademark. Built to last  
and it pays for itself in no time.

•  Compact frame and angled legs optimize stability and keep the  
pushing force centered on the blades.

•  Stainless-steel and aluminum-cast construction takes the  
punishment of a commercial kitchen.

•  The entire unit is incredibly easy to clean.

General Specifications

Model Description
   N55550-4 4-Section Wedge 
N55550-6 6-Section Wedge
N55550-8 8-Section Wedge 
N55550-10 10-Section Wedge
N55550-8C 8-Section Corer

Dimensions
Equipment (w x d x h) 8" x 8" x 19"
Shipping weight 6 lbs. 

Replacement parts are available through 
Nemco’s 24-hour Zip Program.

Nemco reserves the right to make design,  
specification or model changes without notice.

Efficiency's Main Squeeze

“Exceeding your expectations” 

Vertical pusher applies 
powerful force with 
little effort

Precision stainless steel 
blades stay sharp and cut 
cleanly with one stroke

Base’s design– 
construction handles 
your toughest workload

Rubber non-skid feet 
enhance stability for 
optimum cutting force

Centering rods guide the 
cut for uniform wedges Core Competency

Nemco’s Easy Apple Corer has all the advantages 
of the Easy Wedger, with the addition of a middle 
pin that easily removes the core. Great for apples 
and pears.


